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Lotus-class Starbase 
Entered Service: 2283 

 
Dimensions 
Diameter: 2,842 meters 
Height: 2,160 meters 
Overview: The Lotus class was a type of Federation starbase. The first Lotus-class installations entered 
service in the early 2280s, and the class remained in service well into the early 25th century, seeing 
several major upgrades over their lifetime. Lotus-class stations were designed to serve as sector 
command bases that could repair and resupply an entire fleet of starships. As such, they could perform 
as administrative centers, fuel depots, and repair facilities all at the same time. In order to service such 
a large number of starships, the Lotus class was equipped with as many as 28 separate docking ports. 
Lotus-class stations also had ample room to host civilian businesses and amenities, enabling many of 
them to serve as trade hubs for an entire sector. Diplomatic offices maintaining Federation relations 
across the sector were also commonly found on Lotus-class stations. It was not at all unusual to see 
civilian starships docked alongside Starfleet vessels at a Lotus-class space station. 

Capabilities: Lotus-class stations consisted of a command pod sitting atop four upper pylons, each of 
which connected to a docking pier. Four lower pylons extended from the underside of each pier, 
connecting to a ring-shaped base that housed the station's deuterium tanks; fueling stations were 
attached to the inner side of the lower pylons. Each arm of the station was called an Arch, and each 
Arch was named after one of the four cardinal directions. Each of the station's piers had two concourse 
levels that sandwiched the main gangways, with the primary shuttlebays and maintenance bays 
directly beneath the lower concourse. The large bays were interconnected within each pier, creating 
one massive bay throughout the pier structure, with sections that could be isolated if required. The 
primary docking port for each pier projected inward toward the station's central axis. The inner docks 
were typically used for larger vessels and short layovers. The central bays, referred to as "cradle 
docks," were partially-enclosed due to the large jetty structures of the pier and were typically reserved 
for ships that required more extensive maintenance. Each pier could accommodate multiple ships at 
different angles. 

Trait: Federation Station 
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Systems 
C o m m s  13 E n g in e s  12 S t r u c t u r e  13 

C o m p u t e r s  12 S e n s o r s  12 W e a p o n s  12 

Departments 
C M D  05 S E C  06 S C I 05 

C O N N  04 E N G  05 M E D  05 

 
Power: 12  Scale: 14 
Shields: 19  Resistance:14 
 
Crew Support: 14 

Weapons 
• Phaser Banks 
• Photon Torpedoes 
• Tractor Beam (Strength 13) 

 

Talents 
Lotus-class space stations have the following 
Talents: 
• Diplomatic Suites 
• Docking Capacity (x2) 
• Repair Crews 

 
 

 
Mission Profile: Administration and Bureaucracy, Diplomatic Relations, Drydock/Ship Repair, 
Logistical and Tactical Support, Political Operations 

Small Craft: The Lotus can support up to 13 active Scale 1 shuttlecraft or 6 Scale 2 runabouts (or any 
combination thereof) at any one time. 

Docking Capacity: Up to 28 vessels, each of Scale 11 or less 

Author’s Note: Thank the gods for the Utopia Planitia Sourcebook. I was waiting years for a dedicated 
starship and starbase design book for Star Trek Adventures (and I’m sure I wasn’t the only one). Its 
arrival made this fan design of the Lotus-class starbase possible. 

Utopia Planitia Calculations: Once a Scale is chosen for your starbase, you can calculate the number of 
System and Department Points. 

The number of System Points available is 38 + 3 per Scale above Scale 2, to a maximum of 78. 

Scale 14-2=12, 3x12=36, 38+36=74 System Points 

The number of Department Points is a minimum of 13 + 3 per Scale above Scale 8, to a maximum of 30. 

Scale 14-8=6, 3x6=18, 13+18=31 Department Points. This is rounded back down to the maximum of 
30 Department Points. 


